A PPL E & PE A R
CA S TO R AG E PR O G R A M

S T R E L L A I N C R E A S E S PAC KO U T S
BY O P T I M I Z I N G C A PAC K I N G O R D E R

Organizing the ideal packing schedule is very difficult. For a 10 room packing
schedule, there are 3,628,000 possible packing orders. Strella offers packers a
real-time view of optimal packing order, helping to optimize room order open and
timing.
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200+

CA rooms monitored over four years with over 60% of the
industry.

100%

Of all packers using our service have reorganized at least
one room using our recommendations.

3 0%

Of all rooms monitored by Strella are reorganized from
their existing order.

3%

Packout improvement in one CA room pays for Strella
services in 20 rooms.

Strella Apple & Pear CA Storage Program
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I N C R E A S E R E V E N U E BY O P T I M I Z AT I O N A N D PR E V E N T I N G B I G LO S S R O O M S
CA Packout Scenarios

Ideal Packout

Big Loss Packout

Quality

Reduced Packout

Room 1

Time
If rooms are opened too late, packouts are reduced and fruit quality decreases as fruit degrades over time. By
predicting ideal pack date, series of rooms can be optimized for ideal packing orders.
Improving packouts by just 4% yields a half pack per bin increase in a CA room.
Optimized Packing Schedule

Quality

Ideal Open Dates

Room 1

Room 2

Room 3

Time
Optimizing room open sequence allows each room to be opened closer to its ideal open date.
Strella Apple & Pear CA Storage Program
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S T R E L L A I S E A SY TO U S E
›
›
›

Strella places wireless sensors on the ground in CA
Strella connects 3G gateway to power
Strella shares real-time data and personalized recommendations

PE R S O N A L I Z E D D E C I S I O N - FO C U S E D DATA
›
›
›

A team of experts analyze CA room data including atmospheres, humidity,
and temperature alongside continuous ethylene monitoring to advise the
grower on room opening and timing.
Working with the packer, Strella can compare their data with the packer’s
knowledge on previous grower lot performance as well as growing
conditions and QC results to help make informed decisions.
Strella is available 7 days a week all year around to ensure the data
provides proactive and useful results.

W H Y C O N T I N U O U S E T H Y L E N E M O N I TO R I N G WO R KS
›
›
›
›

Ethylene production is the first sign of fruit maturation which helps detect a
future decrease in quality before any QC metric.
Each CA room can decrease in quality at different rates and different times.
Therefore, it is imperative to monitor CA maturity behavior at all times.
QC data can be challenging to interpret and is often reactive, meaning the
drop in quality must first occur prior to a room order being changed.
Measuring ethylene intermittently is misleading and leads to incorrect
conclusions. Strella collects 7,200 individual ethylene readings per day.

H OW DATA I S I N T E R PR E T E D
Fruits emit ethylene as they ripen, following a climacteric curve pattern. Once
fruit ceases to emit ethylene, it begins to degrade in quality. By combining real
time ethylene values, environmental readings and QC data, we can interpret the
relative maturity of a CA room.

Ethylene

Production Stops

Ideal Packing
Time
Time

Strella Apple & Pear CA Storage Program
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E X A M PL E S

E X A MPLE 1: OP TIMIZ ING ROOM OPE N ORDE R
In this Honeycrisp example, historical performance and room sealing order led to
a planned room opening order of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
Using Strella data, the packing order was optimized as 2, 5, 1, 3, 4.
Production Stops
Room 2
Room 5

Production Stops

Room 2 (-1) This room was moved up one position.

Room 5 (-4) This room was moved up four spots to be opened 2nd.

Room 1
Room 3
Room 4

Production Starts

Production Starts

Production Starts

Room 1 (+2) was planned to be the first room but now planned for 3rd.
Room 3 (+1) was moved back in order by one spot.

Room 4 (+1) showed as the strongest storing room and will be the room stored
longest.
Packer believes the rooms performed differently than expected for the following
reasons, validated by Strella data:

› Company fruit was picked a bit later than desired
› Young trees had a greater impact than expected
› New grower blocks stored shorter than predicted
It’s difficult to predict which variable will have the greatest impact on storability.
Strella data helps verify these impacts. Without verification, some of these rooms
may have been open in unoptimized order.

EXAMPLE 2: OPTIMIZING ROOM OPEN ORDER
In this example, a packer monitored 10 Gala rooms over the course of the season.
ZP47 and ZP48 were two similar rooms with 85% shared lots. There was no
obvious room open order using traditional evaluation criteria.
Room 48 performed 4% (0.5 pack/bin) better while storing ~1 month longer.
This validates proper room open order between two similar rooms.
Production Ends

Production Ends

Room 47 completed its maturation curve on ~November 15th and was
opened on February 16th. It showed more maturity than Red Room 48.
Packs per Bin Equivalent: 18.37
Room 48 completed its maturation curve on ~January 8th, with a portion of
the room maturing on ~November 15th. If this room had completed its entire
curve on January 8th, the overall packout difference would have been even
greater.
Packs per Bin Equivalent: 18.74

ROOMS WERE VERY SIMILAR

› 85% of grower blocks were the same
› Door samplling and receiving QC did not show a clear room order

EXAMPLE 2:OPTIMIZING ROOM OPEN ORDER
CONTINUED

To demonstrate Strella efficacy, we analyzed fruit from the same block in both
rooms.
Shared lots performed better in room 48 than 47, despite having been
stored nearly a month longer.

Room 47

Room 48

Feb 16 Open

March 18 Open

Pack / Bin Eq

Pack / Bin Eq

Delta

Lot 1

16.3

18.6

+2.3

Lot 2

19.6

20.6

+1.0

Lot 3

18.3

16.7

-1.6

Lot 4

16.9

18.8

+1.9

Lot 5

18.4

17.5

-0.9

Weighted Avg

18.19

18.70

+0.5

Lot

Fruit from the same lots packed out .51 packs per bin better in room 48 than 47,
even though it was stored ~1 month longer.
If this room order was reversed, we’d estimate a packout decrease of ~ 1
pack per bin based on typical room storage behavior.
1 pack per bin increases revenue by ~$97,740.

E X A M P L E 3 : PA R T I A L M AT U R I T Y
Partial maturity occurs when a portion of a room’s lots mature at a different time
than the rest of the lots in the room
Partial maturity in a room may alter the room opening plan. For instance,
depending on the percentage of lots with a problem, a packer may or may not
move that room up opening order.
Rooms with multiple lots and non 1-MCP treated rooms in particular can have
partial maturity. In the example below, some lots in Room 15 mature earlier than
the rest of the room.

Partial Maturity

Room 15 had partial maturity. The packer opened this room early to remove the
lots known to be at risk and resealed an otherwise strong storing room. Strella
data can help confirm if trouble lots are having a problem.

Room 23 is an example of a room that is similar to room 15, but without parital
maturity of some of the lots. The curve doesn’t stop and flatten out.

EX AMPLE 4: BIG LOSS RISK
Some rooms mature much earlier than expected. Risk is lowered with advanced
warning, as the fruit can be packed and shipped.
We have seen potential big loss rooms in ~15% of rooms monitored.

Room 18 completed its maturation curve on ~November 1st when the room was
planned to be packed in January. There are similar examples in many other
rooms, especially Honeycrisp and pears.

BIG LOSS ROOMS

›
›
›
›

Are defined by rooms maturing 2+ months before expected
Can lose 20-40% packout
Happen in ~15% of rooms monitored
Can be caught early and packed before big loss occurs

EXAMPLE 5:

P E A R O P T I M I Z AT I O N

Strella is monitoring 11 rooms of packed Anjous. in this example, Room 17
behaves like a long term storing room scheculed for June (#8 of 11). Room 19
shows behavior more like the first room opened in late March. However, Room 19
was planned for a June open as well (#7 of 11).
Completing Maturation

Room 19 (moved up 4 spots) is clearly completing an ethylene production curve
(climacteric curve) and is much more mature. The packer is planning to now open
this as the 3rd room of the season, keeping better storing fruit for later in the
season.
Strella has monitored many pear rooms in both Barlett and Anjou, both in
packed boxes and loose.

